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Six-Figure System™ - Lesson #1:
“Formulating a Strategy”
Introduction
Hello, this is Brian T. Edmondson - I'd like to welcome you to the first lesson of the SixFigure System™ e-coaching program.
During the next 4 weeks something remarkable is going to take place in your life: you’re
going to learn and activate a blueprint for internet success in a series of very simple, eyeopening steps.
In just under a month from now, you are going to have a complete system in place that will
enable you to build a successful Internet business in only 3 hours a day.
It all begins right now…
Each of our lessons in the e-coaching will be divided into three parts…
1. Building Blocks.
2. Core Concept.
3. Assignments.
In the building blocks section, we’ll identify some foundational principles and practices to
build upon.
In the core concept section, we’ll look at a primary course of action to take in building your
business.
In the assignments section, we’ll examine some specific steps for you to complete before
moving on to the next lesson.
So, let’s go ahead and get started, shall we?
Today we’re going to talk about “formulating a strategy”.
One of the biggest problems that I see with those who are struggling with their internet
business – and even those who are seeing some moderate success but want to take it to the
next level – is this:
A lack of a clear plan for reaching their objectives.
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They suffer from two common online affiliations.
1. “Flexibility Syndrome” – a disorder which is marked by constant adjustment of activities
to attempt the latest “technique” that catches their eye. I like to call this “bright shiny
object syndrome”.
2. “Juggleitis” – a disorder which is marked by trying to do too many things at once and
subsequently not doing any of them well. Many people know this as being a “jack of all
trades – master of none”.
What contractor would throw a bunch of nails, wood, electric wires, plumbing pipes and
roofing shingles in a pile and say, “Okay, let’s build this house”? A contractor creates and
carefully refers to a blueprint.
You need a blueprint. A strategy. A systematic approach to building your Internet business.
Warning: Until you have that in place, you limit yourself in what you can achieve.
So, right now, let’s develop a strategy for your internet business.
We’ll begin with some “building blocks”…

Building Blocks
Before we begin, let me say a quick word about “goal setting”. You might think that
identifying goals would be a part of the process, but we’re really not going to touch on that
subject. Why not? It’s simple:
We have but one goal:
To teach you how to build a six-figure income
annually by working only 3 hours per day.
That’s our goal. It’s the only goal we have for the e-coaching. While we could set other goals,
this is our primary objective, and it’s what we’re going to work towards during the coming
4 weeks. Everything we talk about will be shared to progress you towards that goal.
Having said that, let’s talk about some building blocks here, some principles and practices to
build upon.
I’m going to share a lot of information with you, but it’s going to basically consist of two
business decisions you need to make up front.
1. Determine who you want to reach.
2. Determine how and with what you’re going to reach them.
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One of the greatest obstacles most internet business owners face is “information
overload”. They’ve got so many things in front of them on their computers that they’ve
complicated things so much they have no idea which way to turn or what to do next.
So, we’re going to try to strip everything down to its simplest form and build from there
today and during the coming lessons.

Analyzing Your REAL Need…
And the first thing we’re going to do is this: determine what you need in order to make
money online.
What is it that you must have in order to make money online?
Stop for just a moment and write down your brief thoughts. Answer this question: what do
you think you need in order to make money online?
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Got your answer?
Now, I imagine that you probably put things down like:
• My own product
• An email list.
• Traffic to my site.
• A sales letter.
• Joint venture partners.
• A website.
© 2017 Brian T. Edmondson
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• A large social media following.
• Etc.
While all of those things can contribute to the process, the only things you need to make
money online are these…
An offer and a buyer.
Don’t make things more complicated than they are.
We’ll get to lists, websites, products, social media and all of that in the coming weeks as we
identify some things you’ll want to get into practice in your business, but at the very
foundation of generating income there is an offer and a buyer.
So, let’s talk about that for just a moment.
Your First Business Decision Is To
Decide Who You Want To Reach
Who is your buyer? We’ll get to the “offer” part shortly. But, first, who is your buyer?
Your ideal buyer is someone who…
• Buys something from you once.
• Buys something someone different from you after that.
• Buys something additional you offer a third time, fourth, time, etc.
The point is your ideal buyer is someone who continues to buy from you over and over
again.
Let me shock you for just a moment…
“The Biggest Mistake of Internet
Marketing is Looking for Niches”
Now, before you start thinking I’m delusional, let me clarify what I mean here.
I realize the natural thing to do when thinking about Internet marketing
is to go out and find all of these niches that are untapped and just ready
for you to start making money from.
Let me caution you that while that is an approach that certainly works, there is another
strategy to use that I have found to produce even greater results. And it’s the strategy you’re
going to build upon.
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Here it is:
Instead of identifying niches,
identify target audiences or markets.
Let me say that again: instead of identifying niches, identify target audiences or markets.
The first thing I want you to do (that you need to do!) is choose a BROAD (I.E. LARGE)
“market” or “target audience” to build your business upon.
‣ Example “Market”: weight loss.
‣ Example “Target audience”: those wanting to lose weight and / or get in shape.
Notice I said choose a BROAD “market” or “target audience” – NOT a smaller “niche”.
Instead of finding a niche, creating an offer for it, then rushing off to another niche…
Find a target audience and build your business around a core group of
subscribers, customers, affiliates and partners by having multiple offers.
You don’t need a gazillion niches to make a fortune online. You need one good target
audience.
We’re going to simplify things – and yet make a lot of money doing it.
Instead of looking for tiny niches, you look for larger target audiences and feed them
multiple, highly related offers.
The idea here is to find customers
who make repeated purchases from you.
As marketing guru Seth Godin is quoted as saying, “Don’t find customers for your products,
find products for your customers”.
Let me give you an example:

Marketing Exhibit™: “Weight Loss”
Weight loss is a billion dollar industry. There are literally millions of potential customers out
there who are looking to lose weight and get in shape.
So, let’s say that anyone looking to “lose weight and get in shape” is our target audience, the
general market that we want to receive our offers.
Let’s say we create a product entitled, “How to Lose 10 Pounds in 10 Days”. That’s a
good start because we’ve got a lot of potential customers out there.
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We setup our site and go to work marketing. And we get a lot of subscribers, customers and
sales.
Now, instead of moving on to some tiny niche like “Teaching Your Bassett Hound to Play the
Banjo”, we create some related offers for the customers and subscribers we’ve already started
collecting.
Remember, all it takes is an offer and a buyer. You’ve already got buyers (customers) and
potential buyers (subscribers) in place at this point.
We create more offers – either our own products or ghostwritten products or interview
products or affiliate products or private label products – that are directly relevant to our
target audience that we’re already reaching.
So, what is our target audience interested in? They are interested in losing weight and
getting in shape.
So, we could create these products…
• How to Tone Up Your Tummy
• One Minute Exercise Routines
• 7 Ways to Boost Your Metabolism
• Low-Calorie Mealbook
• Walking Your Way to Better Health
• Yoga for Beginners
I mean, we could go on and on here with ideas. These products are all decidedly different
from each other, but they are all related to our target audience’s interest – that of losing
weight and getting in shape.
Anyone who buys your "How to lose 10 pounds in 10 days" course would likely be interested
in one or more of these additional products, because they are highly related. Some of our
customers will buy them all.
Your customers ultimately make multiple purchases from you.
Note: And if you question whether or not this strategy works, look at your own computer.
Chances are, if you’ve been involved in doing business online for any amount of time at all,
you’ve bought products related to…
• Affiliate marketing.
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• Driving traffic to your site.
• Build email lists.
• Creating your own products.
• Social media marekting.
• Publishing digital books.
• And so forth.
These are all specialty products of internet marketing (A “market”) that are related to a
larger “target audience”, that of those interested in doing business online.
So, your first assignment is to choose a “target audience” (I.E. A “market”) that you want to
build your business around.
For now, choose just ONE.
If you already have an established business and already have a “target audience” don’t worry,
the following information will still be useful to you as far as considering what segment of
your market you want to focus in on to maximize profitability in your business.
Note: In our final lesson of the e-coaching, we’ll talk about branching
out into other areas. But, for now, it’s going to be a distraction. You need
to simplify things and make progress. You literally can make $100,000+
per year with only ONE market.

3 Simple Rules For Choosing A Market
Now, for me, I have three simple criteria that I look at in deciding what I want to focus upon.
I’d suggest that you do the same in evaluating what market you want to build your business
upon.
1. A market accustomed to spending money.
If the market isn’t accustomed to spending money – and, generally, a “lot” of money, then
there’s no point in directing any effort towards it. “College students” isn’t a great target
audience simply because most of them are broke! On the other hand, “golfers” spend a
gazillion dollars each year on their hobby… they certainly would qualify.
2. A market that can be presented with a wide variety of offers.
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If the market is limited in what you can sell to it, then again there is a red flag. You want to
be able to present multiple offers related to the general theme of the target audience you
have selected.
3. A market that you are personally attracted to. (Optional)
While this isn’t absolutely necessary, it’s certainly a plus. If you can find a target audience /
market that meets points 1 and 2 – AND you have a strong interest in it yourself, then you’ve
made your choice. A personal interest, experience or knowledge of a particular target
audience gives you an advantage in many areas of building your business. It’s not necessary,
but it does help.
Now, having said that, you need to pick a market.
Note: If you don’t already have a market, I’ve included a list of ideal
“markets” for your consideration as a separate PDF resource in this
week’s materials. (It’s entitled markets.pdf).
If you are already selling products online, I want you to do two things:
1. Decide which of your offers is your “best” offer.
2. Determine what broad market your offer fits into.
Let’s get this settled before we move on.
What “market” are you going to focus your business upon?
Note: I know it will be tempting to begin thinking about branching out. Don’t. Choose just
ONE “market” for now. We’ll talk about diversifying in lesson #4.
Go ahead and write down specifically what market you are going to focus on right now.

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Email Me: This is one of those times in our e-coaching that if you’re unsure about the
market you are currently in or not sure what market to choose, you should email me and let’s
talk about your situation. I’ll help you choose a market if you’ll let me know (a) what you
have been doing online, and (b) what you’re passionate about.
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So, having established a foundation to build upon, let’s move on to our “core concept” as we
see how to organize things so you can actually create wealth online from your chosen
market…
… in only three hours a day!

Core Concept
Now let’s get to our “core concept” – your primary course of action for formulating a
strategy.
If you’ll recall, I mentioned earlier that your first business decision is to decide who you
want to reach. Now, let’s talk about decision number two...
Your Second Business Decision Is To Determine
How And With What You’re Going To Reach Them
The key here – and our core concept is this: you need to determine and develop your three
most important business assets.
(I’ll let you in on a little secret – I’m going to do this one for you!)
A long time ago I tried to do a gazillion different things, and one day it hit me that I was just
spinning my wheels. I was trying to do so much that I wasn’t getting anything done at all.
So, I decided I would narrow it down to what’s most important to my business.
I asked myself this question:
In order to make as much money as I want,
what three things do I need to get it done?
And as I sat there scribbling on paper trying to departmentalize everything into three items,
a plan became so crystal clear to me that I felt like an idiot for not seeing it sooner.
Maybe this will be one of those moments for you.
On a sheet of notebook paper, three items were listed, underlined and circled emphatically as
my three most important business assets.
Those three things are…
1. Website Traffic.
2. An Email List.
3. High Converting Offers.
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If you’ve been following me for any amount of time you’ve probably seen me referring to this
as the TLC formula for: traffic, list, and conversion.
I knew immediately if I could secure, multiply and repeat those things, I’d be set from that
day forth. And I was absolutely correct.
That day changed my life, and it changed the way I approached building a business
online.
It was then and there that I discovered a way to build my business in only three hours a
day.
By focusing on my three most important business assets – and
categorizing everything into those three departments – I could become
incredibly productive.
“Productive”. If you want a magic key to unlock Internet success, hold out your hand and
take hold of this one. Being productive is the real key to making money.
What is “productivity”?
Productivity is getting maximum results from minimum efforts by
focusing on the right processes and objectives. – Brian T. Edmondson
That’s what it’s all about.
That’s the real key here.
And if productivity is the real key to unlocking Internet success, then certainly blocking your
time is the real key to unlocking productivity!
We can get more accomplished in a shorter amount of time if we block our time and tasks
into smaller segments.
Why? Many reasons…
• Tasks are easier to manage in smaller chunks.
• Things don’t seem as daunting or overwhelming when they are in smaller pieces.
• We get a sense of achievement when accomplishing smaller tasks that ignites us to do
more
• Real progress is made, wasted time is avoided and we actually see results.
I decided to devote forty-five (:45) minutes of every work day to each of these three most
important business assets. And another forty-five minute block of time to “small tasks /
support”. (For a total of 3 hours.)
© 2017 Brian T. Edmondson
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Note: There's a reason for forty-five minutes. Research shows that about after 45 - 50
minutes of exerting ourselves we become less productive. Forty-five minutes is equivalent to
being “in the zone”.
Watch this - and let the magnitude of this strategy really sink in - as you see how my daily
schedule looks…

My Daily “Work” Schedule
• 12:00 - 12:45

Offer Development

• 1:00 - 1:45

List Marketing.

• 2:00 - 2:45

Traffic Generation.

• 3:00 - 3:45

Small Tasks / Support.

Total Time: 3 hours, 0 minutes.
(Okay, technically 3 hours and 45 minutes if you factor in a 15-minute break between each
session!)
This is how you organize your day!
This is how you build your business in only 3 hours each day!
Note: If you’re not able to work this exact schedule that’s okay. If you keep different hours or
maybe have a full-time job and can only devote one hour a day to your business that’s fine.
The key concept is that (1) you are scheduling blocks of time out and that (2) you are
focusing on working on one of these key business areas.
• In “offer development” I create offers (my own new products, finding affiliate
programs, hiring ghostwriters, conducting interviews, setting up e-coaching, etc.) to
promote to my “target audience”.
• In “list marketing” I build my email lists and work on promoting the “offers” I’m
developing. (By writing articles, crafting email messages, creating special incentives,
conducting surveys, etc.)
• In “traffic generation” I work on driving visitors to my sites (with a first stop at my
opt-in page to build my list!) and tweaking things to increase my conversion of that
traffic. (By conducting joint ventures, working with my affiliates, buying ads, exchanging
solo mailings, engaging on social media, etc.)
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• In “small tasks / support” I take care of any minor things I need to do, answer a few
emails, trouble-shoot any problems there might be, etc. (I outsource a lot of stuff, but use
this period for things that I need to oversee personally.)
Think about it: Couldn’t you make as much money as you want if your lists continued
growing, your traffic continued growing, and your offers continued to be put in front of
them?
————————————- Sidebar ————————————In next week’s lesson we’ll talk about specific activities for you to complete in each of these
three categories. By the end of our 4-week e-coaching you’ll be thoroughly equipped to use
this 3-hour system as long as you want!
————————————- Sidebar ————————————Everything I do fits into one of these three departments.
Listen to me carefully: your offers, your lists, and your traffic are your very three most
important business assets.
Get your schedule centered on them and you’ll never need to worry about money again.
Now, I share something at my Internet Income Coach™ web site that I want to mention here
because it applies perfectly to what I’m showing you.
If you’ve read this before, well, read it again.

How To Make As Much Money From Your Internet
Business As You Want
Based on the “choosing one market” approach, there are three simple keys to making as
much money as you want with the least amount of effort…

Key #1: Increase Your "Market Reach"
The first key to making more money from your business is to "increase your 'market reach’”.
That is, you need more exposure among your targeted audience. Your business needs to be
in front of as many potential customers as it possibly can be.
Out there in cyberspace somewhere are all of the customers who would ever possibly be
interested in your products.
There is a maximum number of people out there who have the potential of doing business
with you.
© 2017 Brian T. Edmondson
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Your job is to find as many of them as humanly possible. You want your marketing to
reach as many of those who might do business with you.
Now, there is a simple formula that you can use to measure how well you are reaching your
potential customers.
The formula for market reach on the Internet looks like this…
Site Traffic + List Size = Market Reach
Just on sheer numbers alone, growing your business is based on how many visitors arrive
at your website and how many subscribers you have on your list.
For example:
• All things equal, 10,000 website visitors will generate more profits for you than 1,000
visitors. (Traffic!)
• All things equal, 25,000 opt-in subscribers will generate more profits for you than
5,000 opt-in subscribers. (Lists!)
You need more market reach than you currently have. More website traffic and a larger list.
That is one aspect of growing your business and profits.

Key #2: Increase Your "Lead Conversion"
A second key to business growth is for you to "increase your 'lead conversion' ". That is, you
need more of your website visitors and list subscribers to actually buy something from
you.
• In simple terms, if you have 1,000 visitors to your site and 3% of them buy a product
that you profit $20.00 on, then you just earned $600.00.
• But, without any additional traffic, if the number of visitors who bought the product
(lead conversion) was 4%, then you just earned $800.00. That's $200.00 more
without any additional traffic.
Growing your website traffic and your lists alone will not bring in more profits.
You must have a system in place that converts more browsers into buyers. You want a larger
number of visitors and subscribers who actually become paying customers.
That's another aspect of growing your business and profits.

Key #3: Increase Your "Lifetime Value"

© 2017 Brian T. Edmondson
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The third key to growing your business and making more money is to "increase your 'lifetime
value' ". In other words, sell more to your existing customers. You've worked hard to
get the customer, so make the most of it. You don't want to merely make one sale to your
customers, but rather multiple sales.
There are a couple of ways to earn more lifetime value from your customers, both of which
are important…
1. Multiple offers. One way to earn more lifetime value is to make multiple offers to your
customers over time. Whether they are products you've created yourself, products you've
purchased reprint rights to sell, or affiliate program products, you can increase the
amount of profit per customer by selling them multiple products.
2. Residual offers. Another way to earn more lifetime value is through residual offers where an existing customer pays you for the same offer over and over again. These are
primarily service-based offers. Examples include: web hosting, autoresponders, online
dating sites, auto-ship products like supplements and newsletters, and private
membership sites, just to name a few. The customer pays a monthly fee for the service for
as long as they remain an active member.
It takes much less effort to get an existing customer to buy something additional from you
than it does to go out and find more customers.
And, as you begin to saturate your market (I.E. finding all of the customers who might do
business with you), it will become more and more important to have "backend" offers in
place to increase your profit from the customers you get.
As you "run out" of new customers available, it's critical to continue profiting from the
database of folks already doing business with you.
See how this all comes back to what I’m telling you here?
It’s the ultimate strategy…
1. Decide upon a “market” to reach.
2. Determine how and with what to reach them. (By building your lists, generating web site
traffic, and making multiple offers!)
It’s absolutely brilliant. Not because I’m saying it here, but because it works every single time
it’s put into practice.
Now, before we get to your assignments (Yes, you’ve got homework. Get that frown off your
face.), let’s talk about a few ways to successfully use this new “3-hour” strategy.

© 2017 Brian T. Edmondson
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5 Ways To Make The Most Of Your Time
As powerful (and profitable!) as this strategy is, it can be made even more effective by
implementing a few additional practices...
1. Friday Is Different. I use the aforementioned schedule on Monday-Thursday. On
Fridays, I switch gears and do primarily research (with a little bit of planning). We’ll talk
more about this in our final lesson of the e-coaching, but I want to introduce you to the
idea of using your three hours on Friday to improve your schedule. Set aside this final day
of the week to research for new ideas (I.E. new ways to build your lists, drive traffic,
create offers) on building your business. Again, we’ll talk extensively about this in our
final lesson.
2. Resist Distractions. I have a very simple rule that I want you to follow: don’t even
consider any offer that comes to your email inbox until Friday. Seriously, when Ima
Guru sends you her latest offer that’s going to “change the Internet forever”, you put that
email into a separate folder and don’t even go to the site until Friday when you’re
researching. I don’t care if the offer is only good for 24 hours – you’ll just have to miss out
on this one. It’s unlikely you need it anyway. You’ll absolutely kill your productivity if you
run off to a sideshow when some new bright shiny object gets offered. (We’ll also talk a bit
more in another lesson about how to avoid distractions.)
3. Do Your Writing First. While I “generally” do offer development first, list marketing
second, traffic generation third and small tasks last … I always let “writing” take
precedence over anything else. If you’re going to write an article, do it first. If you’re going
to write a salesletter or video script, do it first. If you’re going to write a chapter of your
next book or product, do it first. Always do your writing first – and then all of your other
tasks for the day (uploading files, finding affiliates, etc.). It’s important that you write
while your mind is at its freshest. You’ll definitely be a more productive writer if you do it
before your mind grows tired with all of the day’s activities.
4. Take Breaks Between Sessions. If at all possible, don’t schedule yourself with three
consecutive hours of work. Try to take at least 5 - 15 minutes between sessions to have a
glass of tea or water, take a walk, do some jumping jacks – something. You’ll be much
more productive if you don’t try to do everything back to back to back. Remember, it’s in
forty-five minute blocks, not three-hour blocks!
5. Supplement With Lock-Ins. This one singular idea right here is worth the tuition you
paid for the entire course. Seriously, if there is one idea that I’ve stumbled on that has
increased my bottom line more than anything else, it is this: supplement your
schedule with monthly lock-ins. Here’s how it works. Once a month, reserve a hotel
room and lock yourself in from 3PM – 11PM and just work like crazy. I’ve created entire
© 2017 Brian T. Edmondson
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products in one lock-in! I’ve written sales letters, created Keynote presentations, and
have created modules for courses in one lock-in! (Sometimes when I have a big project to
get done, I’ll book a Saturday and Sunday for a “power weekend”!)
I know the “power weekend” might sound crazy but you’ll be amazed at
just how much work you can get accomplished when (a) there are ZERO
distractions… you’re the only one around, the phone isn’t ringing, no
one’s dropping by unannounced! and (b) you’ve paid $100+ to reserve
the hotel room… it’s a tremendously empowering thing to have that bit
of accountability on you: “I’ve paid for this room, now I need to make
the most of it!”
You’ll probably make more progress towards real profit in that one or two nights a month
than you’re currently making now in the entire month!

Assignments
Now, let’s take what you’ve learned so far and begin to actually put it to use. It’s homework
time! Feels just like you’re back in high school, doesn’t it?
You have just two things you need to do before our next lesson:
• DECIDE who you want to reach. (Business Decision #1) This needs to be a “large”
group of individuals that you can offer multiple, highly related offers to over a period of
time; a “market”. (See the “markets.pdf” for ideas if you don’t already have one.)
• DETERMINE how and with what you’re going to reach them. (Business
Decision #2) At this point, this is going to consist of two things: developing an opt-in
plan (list) and deciding your first product to promote (offer).
Develop an opt-in plan. If you already have a primary list in place, then you can certainly
use it. However, I highly recommend that you work towards creating a free offer as an
incentive for people to opt-in to your email list along with an initial email welcome
series (a series of 3 to 5 follow up emails that provide useful content and promote your offer
related). This is going to be your primary list offer for your “market”.
Your “opt-in plan” should consist of the following…
• Title. A working title of your free offer that is compelling and benefit-rich. Ex. “Lose
The W8: Eight Ways To Quickly Shed The Extra Pounds”.
• Theme. A general description of what you’re going to share in your content. (A stepby-step tutorial for _________ ; 5 ways to ___________ ; 7 awful mistakes people
make when _____________, Ten 10 questions about ___________.)
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Note: Don’t worry about setting anything up. We’re just dealing in concepts right now. The
idea is to get some things recorded that you’re going to begin working on immediately after
the e-coaching series is completed. We’ll also talk extensively about what to do after the
initial welcome series is over beginning in next week’s lesson where we talk A LOT about
your actual scheduled activities.
Decide upon a product to promote. This needs to be an EXISTING product or service.
(This is so you can begin to promote something as soon as this e-coaching is over.) It can
either be your own product or someone else’s product that you promote as an affiliate. It will
be the main offer you make in your email welcome series.
If you don’t have your own product and are planning on promoting someone else’s product
as an affiliate, there are a couple of places that I recommend you search for suitable products
to promote…
• Clickbank.com Marketplace. This is a categorical index of products being offered
through the Clickbank network of affiliate driven vendors. Again, you should be able to
quickly find a compatible product to promote here.
http://www.Clickbank.com/marketplace
• Direct Affiliate Programs. If you have a specific product in mind you can search
the vendors website to see if they offer their own affiliate program to sign up for or
offer an affiliate program through a third party network.
When you have completed these, submit them to me by email at
brian@internetincomecoach.com (If you have any questions about them or want any input,
certainly email me as well.)
I need: Your chosen market, your opt-in plan and the name of the product you’ll be
promoting.
I’ll take a look at them and, if necessary, give you some suggestions.
--------------------------------------Note: I know some of you who have enrolled in this e-coaching are primarily here to learn
my “system”. You may already have a grasp on what audience you are working towards and
already have a great list in place. (Although you may have complicated things along the way!)
If you’re one of those people, then your “takeaway” from this lesson is the strategy itself –
how to setup a 3-hour a day schedule to saturate a singular marketplace. The
remaining three weeks will be especially key for you in maximizing what you’re already
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doing. I’d still like to hear from you about what audience you’re reaching and about the list
you’re offering … so send it in.
---------------------------------------

Closing Remarks
Well, that’s a wrap for this week’s e-coaching lesson. I hope that we’ve been able to simplify
things for you so you can get this powerful strategy in place to build your business open. In a
nutshell, it’s all about…
• Setting up a 3-hour work schedule to saturate a singular marketplace.
• Using your three most important business assets to maximize your profit while
minimizing your effort.
That’s it for “formulating a strategy.” In our next lesson, we’ll identify some specific things to
do during your 3-hour workday as we examine “formulating a schedule”.
Until then!

Brian T. Edmondson
Author, Six-Figure System™
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